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JOIN THE ARMY OF CONSERVATION

BIG OPPORTUNITY
INTENSIVE

FOR

~lEN OF 100% EFFICIENCY

RULES:

Do what you are paid to do and then some-it
is the 'then some'
that gets your salary raised.
Don't pass anything up to the next fellow-finish
what you start.
If not sure you are right ask the boss for advice.
Conserve life-watch
your step.
Don't lose your eyesight-wear
goggles.
Don't fool with a buzz saw-it cuts fingers as well as wood.
Don't ride the tail chain or the door end of a car-you
may lose
a leg.
Don't beat or excite your horse-he may kick and injure you.
Never shove a car and Jet it go-it may run into someone.
Don't store powder and caps together-they
may go off.
Do not clean machinery while in motion-you
might lose an ·arm.
Bar down all loose pieces of rock or are before you start drilling or
mucking-falls
of rock and ore cause most accidents.
Don't be a slacker-e-glre 100 per cent inEfficiency,
Safety,
Application,
Attendance.
You will be the one to gain by it, for the end is that you will live
to enjoy the fruits of your labor.

A. S. B.

OF

M.

Arizona State Bureau of Mines
WELFARE

vs. COMPENSATION

s. c.

D.

Will money spent on sanitary improvements reduce accidents?
We all know that money spent on sanitation reduces the sickness of
a district. We know that towns having a complete sewer system enjoy better health than one which has filthy privies; that towns supplied with good milk and pure food cause better health; that a city
with a good drainage system, pure water, fine houses, clean alleys and
yards, etc., has less sickness than one which has the reverse. Good
health reduces accidents, but many fail to realize this. Also, there is
a very close relationship between occupational diseases and compensation laws.
Some compensation laws state that the employer is liable to pay
compensation for every inj ury or death caused by accidents or diseases
or infection naturally resulting and arising out of and in the course
of employment.
The dust from a machine drill may predispose one to tuberculosis;
his home conditions such as poor food, impure water, an overcrowded
bedroom or booze might do the same thing, but it is difficult to prove
the cause. The suspicion can be removed from all plants by making
working conditions hygienic. In localities where there has been outbreaks of infectious diseases the cause has been traced to the home.
An accident is the result of circumstances. There is one principal
cause-the
human factor-and
several con tributary
factors. Safeguarding, rules and regulations, etc., may eliminate about thirty per
cent of the accidents but you have to take into account human weaknesses. Because a miner is careless or ignorant of the way to do a
thing, and does it wrong, will not be accepted as a reason for not
paying compensation. An investigation into why he did a certain act
may prove to you that the man is unfit, due to the lack of sleep caused
by an overcrowded bedroom, polluted water, etc. His stupidity may
also be due to sickness at home or by every day ills, as a cold, a headache, cramps or dysentary, and all these have an effect on the mental
and physical alertness of a miner, making him more susceptible to accidents.
Conditions such as these can be changed, and probably the simplest
way would be to employ a trained or visiting nurse to spend her time
visiting the home. She could administer tr. the sick; teach how to take
care of the children; how to prepare f(' .d : give education in hygiene
and sanitation and in this way prevent much of the absolutely unnecessary suffering.
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Good health has a tendency to prevent accidents and it is well
known that a sound, healthy body will recover from an accident more
readily and completely than an anemic or sickly one. Speedy recovery
from an accident red uces compensation cost; good heal th means a
speedy recovery; sanitation means good health; consequently sanitation
reduces compensations costs.
Other factors such as wash and change houses, bubbling fountains
on the surface and underground, sanitary closets, etc., will improve
health and reduce infections.
Prohibition is another big safety factor in mining. Since prohibition went into effect in Arizona accidents have been reduced-showing
that the men no longer go to work in a dissipated state. We all
know that a man with a steady hand, a clear eye and an alert brain is
better fitted to' do his work than one suffering from a "hang-over".
Why did the men go to the saloon? Because of a desire for sociability.
Social improvements include measures which tend to make the
life of the miner happier, better and fuller. There is a great necessity
for such work in mining communities. Social improvements deal more
with the comforts and pleasures than the health and safety of the
miner. They have to do with his leisure rather than his working
hours; they also embrace the interests of the miners' family. What to
do with the other eight hours is a big problem but it is being solved
by some corporations.
Social activities include such features as baseball parks, bands, clubhouses, motion picture shows, entertainments,
education, athletic grounds, tennis courts, football grounds, etc. Such
activities furnish a substitute for the saloon; they compete with the
saloon in that they provide healthful and educational means for the
men to spend the other eight hours. The benefits derived from a decrease in working hours are wasted unless means are provided for the
men to spend their leisure hours to advantage.
The solution of this problem is in the hands of the mining community, especially the mining companies.
The change cannot be
abrupt but it can be brought on gradually.
The conservation of human life is a factor in mining which has
the attention of all operators.
Statistics show that there are fewer
accidents with steady workers than with a floating element. An investigation into the cause of "ten-day miners" may prove that living
conditions and not working conditions are the cause of dissatisfaction.
Of course working conditions are often responsible and the workmen
knowing that something is wrong may use them as the underlying
cause of discontent when, in fact, the real cause is due to home condi-
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tions. Social conditions do help make labor permanent and there will
be less accidents than in a transient one.
Good living conditions attract men with families--such people are
conservative and careful because of greater responsibilities--they
will
not take the chances that a single man will take. Such men who travel
continually, paying no car fare, are not the safest kind to have in the

mines.
If good health, education in sanitation and hygiene, prohibition,
good living and working conditions, social and recreation activities
will reduce accidents, decrease leisure hours and compensation,
wouldn't a little money spent on welfare work prove to be a valuable
expenditure.
"Most men crippled in business have a lame excuse," has been
quoted by some attorneys as the truth, but what is the use of being
crippled when you can be safe?
A clean mouth is essential to good health.

PUTTING

OUT

A Small Extinguisher

SMALL

FIRES

A1ay Prevent a Big Fire.

The best time to put out a fire is when it is small. This can
generally be done if proper apparatus is at hand. In an up-to-date
fire-protected shop we find not one only but ALL of the following:
(a) Water pails-a
first-class extinguisher if always filled and
used for no other purpose.
(b) Soda-acid extinguishers for general first-aid service.
(c) Carbon-tetrachloride
extinguishers for gasoline or electric
fires, etc.
(d) Pails of powdered asbestos, sand, or sawdust, for fires in
paint or lacquer tanks, etc.
(e) Standpipes and hose for heavier work.
(f) Automatic sprinklers.
(g) Yard hydrants and hose (in large plants).
Must

Be Kept in Good Condition.

The first requisite of any extinguisher is that it be ready for service
at any moment. Soda-acid extinguishers should be recharged yearly.
Rotten hose should be discarded. Valves must not stick or be frozen.
Pails must be full. Sprinkler tanks must be full and valves open.
Eternal vigilance is necessary here.
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Practice in Handling

It is equally important that some one shall know how to handle
this equipment. The best way is to assign two or three men (in case
one should be absent) to each piece of apparatus, require them to
practice with it, keep it in good condition, and thus be ready to get
into action with it at once, in case of fire. These men will then form
a factory fire brigade and should have regular drills.
Don't Forget the City Fire Department
Call city fire department immediately.
Private fire protection
should not be relied on entirely. As soon as fire is discovered, some
one person (previously

appointed)

should notify the fire department,

wait for their arrival, and direct them to the fire.
effort should be made to extinguish the blaze.

Meanwhile

every

Fire Alarms.
A good fire alarm system is necessary in order that notice of a
fire and its location may be promptly transmitted both to the office
and to members of the fire brigade, who will be, naturally, scattered
through the plant. If there is a large number of employes (especially
women) and the conditions are hazardous, fire drills should be held
monthly and everyone should be required to leave the building when
the alarm is sounded.-N.
S. C.
Put- your soul into your work, not your hand or foot.

PURE AIR VITAL
The value of pure, clean air is of first importance. We eat three
times a day, but we breathe about twenty times a minute. If we could
only see into our lungs we would have a higher regard for pure air.
The dark-blue blood that has washed through the entire body and
gathered up the waste products of life is changed into gushing red
blood when it is exposed to the pure air in the lungs.
The blood takes up oxygen from the air and unloads carbon dioxide. When we exhale we discharge from the body the air loaded with
carbon dioxide. This discharged air is stale; it also contains moisture
and heat and should not be immediately rebreathed until it has become purified by nature.
Motion prevents us from rebreathing stale air. Either we must
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move away from the stale air or the stale air must be moved away
from us. When we move about in the open we move away from stale
air. A brisk walk on a cool, windy morning is especially enlivening
because we are then forced to breathe large quantities of pure air.
When we sleep in a bedroom with closed windows, stagnation prevails--not motion. The body is at rest and so is the air. This explains why it is so important to open bedroom windows every night.
Our lungs work when we sleep. Air is lung food, and our lungs deserve pure, clean food.
It can be readily understood how lace draperies on the windows
shut off the air and why an open iron bed without any drapings around
it allows better circulation of air than the old-fashioned wooden bedstead closed in with canopies.
Bedrooms should not be overcrowded-the
more people the more
stale air. If possible, the bedroom should be used for sleeping purposes only, as then the air will be fresher and the room cleaner.
Healthful bedrooms should be furnished plainly.
Useless furniture, pictures, vases, draperies, carpets, and trinkets should be kept out
of the bedroom. These collect dust which is thrown into the air upon
the least disturbance.
The air that we breathe should be clean as well as pure. It should
be kept as free as possible from dust, smoke and dirt. The dust that
gets into our houses may contain disease germs that sickly people have
spit out in the streets.
Am I as careful as I can be'

"~AFETY FIRST"

IN SOUTH AFRICAN

MINES

Breaches of safety regulations governing the mines of the Transvaal are criminal offenses. Prosecutions to the number of 2,124 were
instituted in the Transvaal, of which 75 were brought before magistrates and 2,049 before inspectors of the department.
The 75 charges
heard in the magistrates' courts resulted in 60 convictions, whilst 1,965
convictions were recorded by inspectors. Of the latter, appeal
was lodged against three charges and upheld, the fines being refunded.
Some of the more serious sentences in the magistrates' courts invol ving fines of over 10 pounds were:
A miner was fined 25 pounds, or thirty days, for failing to guard
entrances to places where charges were fired.
A native was fined 20 pounds. or three months, for giving a signal
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other than an accident signal. The onsetter was also fined 10 pounds,
or one month, for allowing an unauthorized person to give signals.
A miner was fined 20 pounds, or two months, for deepening a
hole left standing.
A miner was fined 15 pounds, or one month, for blasting during
the shift without the permission of mine overseer, or shift boss.
A miner was fined 20 pounds, or two months, for causing a hole
to be drilled where a misfired hole was known to exist.
A miner was fined 30 pounds, or three months, for permitting a
native to use steel drill in charging of a hole for blasting.
A man at work is worth two in the hospital.

MAKE YOUR ELECTRIC

S\VITCHES

SAFE

In my opinion one of the greatest hazards to be found in industrial
plants today is the practice of installing knife blade switches without
enclosing them in substantial metal cabinets. This holds true with
the unfused as well as the fused types.
All knife blade switches should be enclosed in metal cabinets and
so arranged that sufficient room is left to operate switch manually
without danger of accidental contact with live parts by the party operating same.
Many times switches are installed in shallow boxes which allow
the cover to be closed only when the switch is in the "on" position, and
therefore the cover remains open at all times due to the danger of accidental contact. I personally know of a case where a switch being
installed in this manner, the blades being alive when switch was open,
where a party was severely inj ured due to the shock because the live
blades came in contact with the metal cover when he accidentally
pushed the door of the cabinet.
There is always danger in operating switches that are not enclosed in fireproof cabinets, due to the arcing when breaking or making
the circuit. The arcing causes molten metal to fall on surrounding
combustibles. This trouble is all overcome by enclosing the switch.

Another point to be remembered if switches are not enclosed is
that workmen will carelessly throw or
around and accidentally cross the two
causing fire or damage through burnouts
some fellow workman nearby.
There are many places where knife

lay wire and other material
or more blades of a switch
and perhaps severe injury to
blade switches not enclosed
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should not be tolerated, such as shotty mills, tailoring establishments,
weaving and cotton mills, lumber mills, etc., owing to the dust that
collects on the switches and which may be set off by the arcing when
operating the switch.
Therefore for "Safety Sake" and for "Safety First," "enclose all
knife blade switches in approved metal cabinets," is a slogan well
worth bearing in mind and one which will save life, property and
anxiety.
A nybody can see the silver lining in the other fellow's
cloud, but it takes a super-optimist to see the silver lining
in his own cloud.

HOW TO GET ON
Never work overtime; keep your eye on the clock,
Be no slave to a futile vocation,
Tell the boss you had rather go jump off the dock:
Than perish from nervous prostration.
Do just as much work as you think you should do.
And quit when you feel you are tired.
I know a young fellow who held to this view.
Although he was recently fired.
Look out for yourself, let the boss do tho same;
Make a fuss at the wages he pays you.
If he wants you to take a real part in his game
The best thing to do is to raise you.
I know a young chap who refused any task
That he didn't find easy and pleasant.
"And where is this gentleman toiling?" you ask.
Well, the lad isn't working at present.
Complain if the boss has an automobile
While you have to ride on the trolley;
Inform him each day that you certainly feel
That doing mere clerk's work is folly.
I know a young fellow who follows this course,
All he needs is a spur to ambition.
And then he will sail in and work like a horse,
But he can't seem to get a position.

Safety
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STANDARD

There is a constant effort among all manufacturers to stimulate
employees to do a bigger day's work in the same number of hours.
At first this was accomplished by increasing the hourly wage. This
was later supplemented with a bonus system. Then the bonuses were
increased-and
just about this time the men began taking one or two
days off each week.
Finally, a bonus for regularity was offered, but with only mediocre
success.
When the foremen protested against these "lay-offs", the men replied that they had money in the bank, that by working four or five
days a week they were making as much money as they cared to make,
and that they preferred to work in the garden at home.
Since this country entered the war, a more or less unorganized effort has been made to meet the situation by an appeal to patriotism.
But, up to the present time, even that has not been very successful.
What is the answer?
Frankly, we don't know, but this is the way one general manager
analyzes the situation:
"The energy which a man puts into his work is in proportion to
his desires. If a man is satisfied with a $15 per week standard of
living he will be satisfied with $15 in his weekly pay-envelope.
I
know that this is the case with my men. If I could get them to move
into better houses, to send their children to school instead of to work,
I could get them to work regularly.
"Most of them, however, have been in this country only a few
years. Twenty dollars in pay for four days' work is five dollars more
than they were getting for six days' work four years ago. I t is all they
want; they like the leisure better than the money.
"Now, if I could somehow get these men to become absorbed with
the idea that life held nothing for them unless they owned an automobile, I would put an end to my labor problem."
This struck the writer as being absolutely fundamental, and a
true explanation of why labor in the United States is so much more
productive than labor anywhere else in the world.
The ambitions, the desires, the standard of living of Americans
are higher than anywhere else in the world.
Most of us have got to make good money to satisfy our desires.
Even the newest arrival among us absorbs the spirit.
The other day I talked with a railroad brakeman on the steps of
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a day coach while my train waited at Alliance, 0., to let a faster
train go by.
"It's getting so the poor look just like the rich when they get into
their Sunday clothes," he said. "You can't tell the workingman's
children from the children of the bankers any more. They all dress
alike. I'm making twice as much money now and have shorter hours
than was the case fifteen years ago, but I'm not saving any more now
than I did then.
"I used to bathe once a week in a wash-tub; now I have a bathroom and a porcelain tub. I used to read by a lamp; now I have
electric lights. I even own an automobile-guess
I was a fool to buy
it-but
we get a lot of fun out of it."
As the train rolled on I walked back to my seat, and wondered
if that man wasn't a better brakeman-yes,
and a better citizen, if
you please, because he owned an automobile and an electrically lighted
house with a bathroom.
To the vigorous salesmanship and advertising of American business must be given no small part of the credit for raising the standard
of living, and consequently the productivity, of the American working
man.
Who can say how many men have been stimulated to do better
work and to observe more healthful habits through a desire to own
an automobile.- THROUGH THE MESHES.
d wise man and a fool together know more than a
wise man alone.
INDUSTRIAL

PREPAREDNESS

SPELLS

SAFETY

The antiquated methods of a generation ago, with ths smug complacency of the same period as to the inevitablity of accidents are responsible for much of the go-as-you-please lack of system in many of
our industries.
Preparedness, Progress, Safety are synonymous terms.
The up-to-date plant manager gives the same thought to accident
prevention that he does to production. Accidents are production leaks.
Safety is an economic factor in the successful conduct of a business.-N.
S. C.
A careless man is a thief of time, of life, of the happiness of women and little children.
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QUALITY

OF DRINKING

WATER

The sources of water supply for domestic purposes are given in
the following in their relative order of purity and desirability.
Deep
springs and land or surface springs located at a higher elevation than
the buildings to be supplied; deep or drilled wells; upland brooks distant from inhabited or cultivated sections; dug or driven wells in
places removed from population or cultivation; lake water; rain water :
surface water from cultivated sections; pond or river water. Water
from shallow wells in villages or towns should always be regarded
with suspicion.
Adequate oentilaeion will tend to keep the atmosphere
clear and greatly reduce accidents.
KEEPING

CLEAN

Some men allow their overalls and shop clothes to go for several
weeks without being washed or cleaned. This is unhealthy.
Of course, men cannot work hard all day and keep their clothe!
as clean as they would at home, but we can all make an effort to keep
8$ clean as possible.
It is a good plan and not very expensive to have more than one suit
of overalls, so dirty ones can be taken home every Saturday night and
washed.
If a man's clothes are clean he will be more interested in a clean
shop. A clean shop is usually a safe one, so keeping clean is a good
way to boost for Safety First.
.
We all want safety, for safety from accident and sickness is our
way to happiness and good fortune. Cleaning up means that we will
feel better, do better work and be safe, live long and enjoy life.-A
Bulletin by the Ford Factory.
A community is uiealth» in proportion to the number
of healthy people it contains.
THE

INDUSTRIAL

SOLDIER

You are forty-five and can't go to the front."
What can you do
for America?
You can uphold the country's honor by word and act.
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You can serve your son, your brother, your comrade at the front
by doing your work cheerfully and carefully.
Preserve your health and your skill by adopting safe practices and
avoiding accidents. An industrial soldier in the hospital cannot fight
his country's battles.
Set a good example in the plant and at your home. Be considerate

and thoughtful of others.
Remember, Safety First in the shop means efficiency at the front.
A ccidents are no more a matter of ill luck than good
fortune is a matter of good luck.
HER

FIRST

AID

She took a course of first aid to the injured, and, after long and
anxious waiting the street accident she had earnestly wished for took
place.
It was a bicycle accident; the man had broken his leg; she confiscated the walking stick of a passerby and broke it in three pieces
for splints; she blushingly took off her underskirt for bandages and
she was enthusiastically cheered by the crowd. When all W"<lS completed she summoned a cab and took her patient to the hospital.
"Who bandaged this limb so creditably?" inquired the surgeon.
"I did," she blushingly replied.
"Well, it is most beautifully done," said the surgeon, "but you
have, I see, made one little mistake."
She felt terribly self-conscious.
"You have bandaged the wrong leg," he said quietly.-Baltimore
Sun.
First aid to the uninjured is Safety First.
the injured is Safety Last.
A BILLION

First aid to

DOLLARS

I t is easy to say a billion dollars, and since the war started many
people have come to refer to a billion as a sum of no great importance
one way or the other.
But the fact is that a billion dollars is so huge a sum that few of
us can conceive it in our minds.
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Here is one example that will help us to grasp what a billion is:
Everyone has seen how rapidly an expert bank teller manipulates
coins.
The treasury experts will count 4000 silver dollars in an hour and
keep it up all day long, but that is their limit. Working eight hours
a day, then, an expert counter of coins will handle 32,000 silver dollars
in a day.
It will take him thirty-one days and two hours to count a million
dollars.
Now, if this man continued to count dollars, day after day, year
after year, he would find at the end of 3125 days, or approximately
ten years, that he had counted one hundred million.
To count a billion dollars would require 31,250 working days, or
approximately 100 years, of steady work at the rate or eight hours
per day.
Another illustration that helps us to visualize a billion is the fact
that one billion silver dollars laid down in a line, each coin touching
its neighbors preceding and following it, would form a line sufficient
to stretch practically around the world, the exact number of silver
dollars required to form a continuous line equal to the earth's circumference at the equator being approximately 1,052,000,000.
Another fact that startles many people is that just' a little over
one billion minutes have elapsed since Christ was on earth.-W.
S.
T. Co.

It takes a better boss to hire than fire.
ADVANTAGES

OF CARBIDE

LAMPS

Some of the advantages that may be justly claimed for carbide
lamps are as follows:
As compared with an ordinary miner's oil lamp or a candle, a carbide lamp gives much more light.
A carbide lamp is clean and the flame produces little smoke.
The gases of combustion are principally carbon dioxide and steam
(water vapor), and the acetylene is not injurious to health.
The flame will not drop sparks and thus ignite explosives or anything that will burn as sparks from an oil lamp may do.
With the better light the working place can be more easily examined and dangerous roof conditions can be more readily detected.
The general efficiency of the men is increased, because they are able
to do more work with a better light.
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The cost of upkeep of carbide lamps is less than that of oil lamps
or candles.
Disadvantages of Carbide Lamps
Some of the disadvantages in the use of carbide lamps are as
follows:
The flame, compared with that of an oil-burning lamp, is more

easily put out by a sudden jar or by a shock to the mine air such as is
frequently produced by blasting; however, the lamp may be quickly
relighted if it is provided with some form of cerium igniter.
When the flame is put out before the supply of carbide and water
is used, the acetylene produced has a bad smell.
As a carbide lamp will burn in air containing less oxygen and
more carbon dioxide or black damp than will an oil lamp or candle,
a miner using a carbide lamp may, without realizing it, work in air
that is bad for his health or even dangerous to his life.
The use of carbide lamps tends to lessen attention to the ventilation of the mine, especially as regards the presence of carbon dioxide
or black damp.
Careless or improper handling of carbide, such as permitting a
quantity of it to come in contact with a pool of water in a mine, may
cause an explosion or burn the men.
Carrying carbide in the mine in a glass jar resulted seriously to a
miner who accidentally dropped the jar in a wet place and ignited
the gas.
Cap lamps which have the gas generator attached to the belt of
the miner are liable to leak at the generator or its tube connection;
and the escaping acetylene gas may take fire and fatally burn the
miner.
Owing to the ease with which the flame may be put out by sudden
jars or by a shock to the air, the carbide lamp is not well adapted for
use by drivers, trip riders, or motormen.
The flame of acetylene will set fire to anything inflammable more
quickly than will the flame of an oil lamp or candle.
Controlling your temper will oft-times
dents to yourself and others.

prevent acci-

Teamwork is what wins. Grandstand plays are for single-handed
games only. You are not playing solitaire-you
are playing in a big
game where your success rests with the success of the organization as
a whole.

